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trail.   The great cat had struggled forward only
ten yards. ...   It lay there, dead.
Ladders shot up from the ground. We climbed
on to our elephants and made our way back to the
motor-park where the turbaned chauffeurs were
awaiting us. A light lorry had disgorged its load
in the shadow of a tree that had somehow kept its
greenness. On a huge carpet tea was served, with
a prodigious variety of cakes and crystallized fruit.
Ten or a dozen servants from the palace staff
handed round whisky, cocktails, twenty different
kinds of cigars and cigarettes. Some fifty yards
away the band and singers who had followed in
another lorry discoursed exotic music.
Reclining on the cushions, an ice-cold whisky-
and-soda in my hand, I heard the strange eastern
melody, poignant as a dirge, rising in the soft
evening air, and watched the sun decline in purple
splendour through a haze of golden dust into the
red sea of the leaves.
On our way back we found groups of women
waiting for us at the entrance of each village. As
soon as the Maharaja's car came level with them,
they held towards him a brass pot wrapped in green
leaves and filled with water, into which the prince
dropped silver rupees.
" It's an old Rajput custom," he explained to
me. " In the old days when there were no motor-
cars, a raja going on a shooting expedition or
visiting a neighbouring court always travelled on
horseback. On his way back the women of the
villages through which he passed went out to meet
him with bowls of water. It's thirsty work, you
know, galloping for hours under a blazing sun. He
rewarded their kind offices by tossing a coin into
the bowl from which he had drunk. This custom

